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As a leader in innovative design and remodeling for aging in place in the seven-county metro area,
Access Design + Build is meeting the demands of baby boomers who want to age in place, in the
home of their choice. We also apply Universal, Accessible and Adaptive design to enhance quality of
life for children, youth and adults with mobility challenges.

With over 25-years of experience in the remodeling industry and certification in
Universal and Accessible Design, our team has an impassioned desire to adapt
homes to be functional, comfortable, and safe.
Jeannine Burnett is the founder of Access Design + Build, a licensed general
contractor, interior designer, and Certified Aging in Place Specialist.
Meet her at the Home + Garden Show.

Access Design + Build is proud to feature Greenfield Cabinetry in the
Idea home, a company focused on accessible living with beautiful and
functional cabinetry that works with how you live your life.
Check out our barrier free cabinetry in the
Idea Home at the Minneapolis Home + Garden Show,
February 26 – March 1, and visit us in Booth #1859.

DESIGN + BUILD

live barrier free

The Magnolia
Floor Plan & Details

License #bc763225

Understanding the
HERS
Index Score
AccessDesignBuild.com

2020 Idea Home Showcase–Creating Your Forever Home Is published on behalf of the participating builders and suppliers by Beyond
Broken, phone 712-260-0468 or email connie@beyond-broken.com. Copyright 2020. All rights reserved.
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2020 IDEA HOME SHOWCASE

Loon Architects Design Home
with Living in Place Concept

L

oon Architects
is excited to
be part of
the 2020 Idea
Home team. When
joining the team,
the theme was
still not set. Loon
Architects immediately volunteered
the Living in Place
concept. It was
well received and
adopted as “The
Forever Home.”
This is a theme
that Loon Architects has been
promoting for several years.
With a focus on custom home design, Loon Architects juggles many factors to make each project personalized.
They design your home to interact with
the site and natural views connected
to your unique surroundings. With the
use of craft and quality materials, they
can bring joy to home life and enrich
interior spaces using daylight and detail. What sets them apart from other
designers is the additional focus on
ensuring the home is flexible enough
to accommodate the changing needs as you age. This
helps assure that your home nurtures you and your
guests indefinitely.
Loon Architects has made it a priority to continually
educate themselves on what it means to incorporate
Living in Place into the design process. As owner and
principal designer, Steve Mooney, has attended seminars and training sessions; earned several certifications; including Certified Aging in Place Specialist and
Living in Place Professional; is a past member of the
National Aging in Place Council; and has been asked
to share his expertise with others through a variety of
speaking engagements.
Their goal in layering the aging in place concepts
into home design, is to allow you to stay in your
home for as long as you choose. Each time you spend
money on your home, consider how to make it free of
barriers and accommodate changing needs. Much of
the current housing stock was designed as “Peter Pan”
housing for people who never grow old.

Creating your forever home

Some of these are barriers we have grown used to
including: steep stairs; tight bathrooms; small kitchens; laundry located in the basement; narrow doorways; bedrooms (and bathrooms) located upstairs;
and poor traffic flow. As an alternative, the Forever
Home demonstrates some Living in Place concepts
while including, ample daylight, color and playful
whimsy. This home eliminates the barriers of a “Peter
Pan” house through its: single level living with generous circulation; wide doorways and seamlessly integrated smart technology. Other features include high
contrast wall to floor finishes for the visually impaired;
ease of use cabinet and counter-top features; and
fashionable bathroom accessories that double as grab
bars.
Come experience the Forever
Visit us:
Home to get some hands-on ideas
Booth #1949
for your next project!
& Idea Home
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Idea Home Built using
Structural Insulated Panels

T

his year’s general contractor and manufacturer
for the Idea Home is Energy Panel Structures
(EPS). The Cascade was built entirely out of
Structural Insulated Panels, (SIPs).
A new home built with SIPs reduces air movement
and drafts, moisture, noise and helps keep dust and
allergens from penetrating. Structural Insulated Panels
(SIPs) join high-performance rigid foam insulation to
Oriented Strand Board (OSB) or plywood. The thickness
of foam is adjusted to increase R-Value. The first SIPtype construction was made in 1935 and the buildings
are still in use today, nearly 70 years later. SIP homes
have been proven to be as much as 50% more energy
efficient and up to 15 times more air-tight than stick
built homes.
The projected HERS index score for the 2020 Idea
Home is 46 which means it is 54% more efficient than
a conventional stick-built home. In a verification by a
third party, it is estimated that a new Minnesota code
stick-built home using fiberglass insulation would have
a rating of 67.
EPS has been in the business of manufacturing
cost-effective, pre-engineered buildings and SIP
systems since 1981. It is headquartered in Graettinger, Iowa with additional manufacturing locations in
Clyde, New York and Perryville, Missouri. EPS has over
350 independent authorized dealers across the U.S.
Along with manufacturing SIPs for home construction,
EPS manufactures Solid Core panels for ag shops and
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SIPs provide both
insulation and an
air barrier in one
assembly.

commercial buildings and pre-engineered post frame
packages for commercial and agricultural use. Learn
more: epsbuildings.com.

2020 IDEA HOME SHOWCASE

SIPs Save Money
SIPs are one of the most airtight and well insulated
building systems available, making them an inherently
green product. An airtight SIP building will use less
energy to heat and cool, allow for better control
over indoor environmental conditions, and reduce
construction waste.

Energy Pan

10

SIPs Save Time and Labor
SIPs are ready to install when they arrive at the job
site, eliminating the need to perform individual
operations of framing, sheathing, and insulating stickframed walls. This saves builders a significant amount
of on-site labor.

SIP Wall Propertie

SIP assemblies have several unique properties. One of them is that they are “air
SIPs SaveThe
Resources
mogenous”.
foam cores do not make them prone to “convection” and “condens
The
major
components
SIPs,
foam and due
OSB,
take
“air impermeable”
convective air of
flows
and condensation
to air
leakage are not p

SIPs provide
Many Benefits
Enhanced Comfort
Properly installed insulation, like that in SIPs, minimizes
temperature variability indoors and helps keep rooms
warmer in the winter and cooler in the summer.
Lower Utility Bills
As much as half of the energy used in your home
goes to heating and cooling. By preventing heat
loss in the winter and heat gain in the summer, SIPs
reduce utility bills year round.
Improved Durability
With SIPs, the potential for condensation that can
lead to decay of building materials is reduced, helping
to improve the durability of your home. SIPs come
with the insulation already properly installed, reducing
the potential for human error during installation.
SIPs Save Energy
Building with SIPs creates a superior building
envelope with high thermal resistance and minimal air
infiltration.
Lower Ownership Cost
Compared with standard homes, a home built with
SIPs uses substantially less energy for heating, cooling,
and water heating–delivering substantial annual
savings. This adds up to thousands of dollars in
savings over the years your own your home.

Creating your forever home
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AIR LEAKAGE

Condensation location
due to air leakage and
convection in cold
climate

Typical Stick Frame Wall
• Cavity within typical frame wall is
prone to airflow and convection
• Condensation can occur at exterior
sheathing in cold climates.

Foam core
OSB inner facing

AIRFLOW

SIP Wall
• Core is “solid” and “homogenous”
and “air impermeable”
• Connection and air leakage is not
possible within SIP
• Condensation due to convection
and air leakage within SIP is not possible.

Figure 4.5

SIP assemblies have several unique properties. One of
them is that they are “air tight” because their cores
Building
Science and
Corporation
~ Joseph Lstiburek
~ foam
Building cores
SIP 2007do not
are “solid”
“homogenous.”
The
make them prone to “convection” and “condensation”
due to air leakage. Since SIP cores
Visit us:
are “air impermeable” convective air
at the
flows and condensation due to air
Idea Home
leakage are not possible.
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Age in Place and

Live Barrier Free

As a leader in innovative design and remodeling for aging in place in the seven-county metro area,
Access Design + Build is meeting the demands of baby boomers who want to age in place, in the
home of their choice. We also apply Universal, Accessible and Adaptive design to enhance quality of
life for children, youth and adults with mobility challenges.

With over 25-years of experience in the remodeling industry and certification in
Universal and Accessible Design, our team has an impassioned desire to adapt
homes to be functional, comfortable, and safe.
Jeannine Burnett is the founder of Access Design + Build, a licensed general
contractor, interior designer, and Certified Aging in Place Specialist.
Meet her at the Home + Garden Show.
Access Design + Build is proud to feature Greenfield Cabinetry in the
Idea home, a company focused on accessible living with beautiful and
functional cabinetry that works with how you live your life.
Check out our barrier free cabinetry in the
Idea Home at the Minneapolis Home + Garden Show,
February 26 – March 1, and visit us in Booth #1859.

DESIGN + BUILD

live barrier free
License #bc763225
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AccessDesignBuild.com
2020 IDEA HOME SHOWCASE

Outdoor Space Reveals Health,
Beauty and Enjoyment

W

hen you begin a landscaping journey with
By The Woods, one of the first things
you will notice is how comfortable it is to
work with Laura and Paul. They have been
working with clientele in the Southwest Metro since
starting the company together in 2001. Their experience with the area and unique design and installation
process is second to none. Together they have created more than 30 years of landscape features, from
custom stone tables, pizza ovens & outdoor kitchens
to English styled gardens, complete with mossy patios
and custom arbors that tie into a beautifully landscaped lake shore.
Each journey begins with Laura, who has been a
part of almost every By The Woods landscape design
since the beginning. She thrives on hearing about the
lives of her clients and then finding a way to make
their landscape design and lifestyle come together to
enjoy the world outside their home. Laura has always
focused on creating outdoor spaces that encourage
families to gather outside, using these new spaces to
garden comfortably, relax easily, and entertain effortlessly.
There are hints of Laura’s compelling landscape
features throughout the Idea Home Landscape – the
calming outdoor bedroom space & apiary, nature integrated workout area, sculpted patio & pergola entry,
as well as a seamless outdoor kitchen & garden space.
These elements exemplify her excitement to bring
people together and into the outdoors, revealing the
health, beauty, and enjoyment that can be found just
a few steps from your home. You are invited to enjoy

these features
at this year’s
Idea Home
Landscape, presented for the
7th year running
by By The Woods
Custom Landscaping.
They will welcome you
at the show to discuss your landscaping and will, as
always, be just a call or email away to meet with you
at your home.
By The Woods Custom LandscapVisit us:
ing, contact us at: designbuild@
at #1849A & the
bythewoods.com
Idea Home

The landscaping for the
2019 Idea Home included
this relaxing paver design.

Creating your forever home
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Upgrade Your Home With
Enkor™ Wall Planks!
Ready to update your home? You
don’t have to completely remodel
to get a new look!
DESIGNED FOR EVERYDAY LIFE
The Barnwood Collection, from
Enkor™ Interior Accents, combines
the rustic beauty of reclaimed
wood with the functionality for
everyday life. Made from real wood
and engineered to be durable,
washable and splinter-free.
There’s no getting around it - walls
need to be washable and easy to
clean, making our wall planks ideal
for you and your family. Choose
Enkor™ and eliminate worries
about mold, bugs, chemicals, and
splinters that can be found with
real barn wood.
CHOOSE YOUR MELODY
The Barnwood Collection features three color options:
Classic Country, Urban Cowboy and Mountain Music.
Our Classic Country plank features shades of light
grays. This color tells the story of barn wood aged by
strong rays of sun and many rainstorms. It instantly
brightens any space. The beautiful warm tones of our
Urban Cowboy plank are inspired by hay fields, sunflowers and southern sunshine. Warm up any space
and make it feel like home. Our Mountain Music plank
resembles classic aged barn wood from wide-open
spaces and fresh mountain air.

Visit us:
Booth #436
& Idea Home

ADD TEXTURE
Enkor™ wall planks are more consistent in size and
shape than real barn wood, providing easier installation and a cleaner finished look. This year’s Idea
Home features Classic Country; the designer chose a
herringbone pattern to make a bold statement in the
master bedroom.

CREATIVE & UNFORGETTABLE
Our accent wall planks make an easy upgrade to
any living space, including dining rooms, bedrooms,
offices, mudroom, and basements. Get creative! Add
a splash of Enkor™ on the bottom of your bar, kitchen island, fireplace surround, headboard, mudroom
hooks, she-sheds, and more!

MADE TO PERFORM
Our touch-friendly product is a splinter-free experience compared to traditional barn wood. When your
kids are ready to take the toys for a spin on the new
accent wall, no worries, we made it durable! Enkor™
accent planks are easy to maintain with a cleanable
surface that will keep your space looking it’s best.

Create an interior so enjoyable, your family and friends
will give you a standing ovation! Visit enkoraccents.
com for more inspiration.
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Stop by the Enkor Booth (#436) to see all the colors
and talk design with our staff. Buy boxes today at the
booth and save on your project!!
2020 IDEA HOME SHOWCASE

DURABLE SIDING.
NOW IN COLOR.

LP SmartSide ExpertFinish Trim & Siding
provides 16 prefinished color options for siding with
advanced durability you can stand behind.
®

®

TM

Discover ExpertFinish™ Color at
LPCorp.com/ExpertFinish
© 2019 Louisiana-Pacific Corporation. All rights reserved. LP and SmartSide are registered trademarks of Louisiana-Pacific Corporation.
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Interior Millwork.
With an abundance of specie & style options, and a premium, furniture-grade finish
available, we make it easy to find the interior millwork to suit your upcoming project.

Find your nearest dealer online at
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2020 IDEA HOME SHOWCASE

Fire Made Simple Featured in
This Year’s Idea Home

S

howcased at the Minneapolis Home & Garden
Show Idea Home will be the HeatNGlo™ electric
fireplace, The Allusion. This model is the solution
for areas where gas and venting is not possible,
but the customers still want a clean, recessed look
for their fireplace. This electric fireplace encompasses
modern design, four flame color choices and 14 ember bed color choices for complete customization for
each individual home-owner.
This model is 100% efficient and allows you to adjust
the heat, as well as zone your heat space, or use without heat and simply enjoy the ambiance, gives you
the experience of “Fire Made Simple.” With fireplace
showrooms in Hudson and Osceola, Wisc., as well as
Hastings, Minn., and a service center in Ellsworth,
Wisc, Comfort By Design, Inc. is a leading area provider
of advanced, high-efficiency heating and cooling, and
renewable energy products.
Their fireplace showrooms hold a variety of makes
and models that hold true to energy efficiency,
convenience, ambiance and comfort. Today, with
the growing demand for energy efficient, USA-made
products, Comfort By Design provides products that

Creating your forever home

follow that criteria on each model. The products are
also backed by some of the best warranties in the
industry, giving customer’s peace of mind and confidence in their purchases.
Models that are showcased allow many options for
comfort and enjoyment. Displaying gas fireplaces in
traditional and contemporary styles, small and large
models as well as gas, wood and pellet stoves, inserts
and wood fireplaces. All three Showroom locations are
unique, and you are invited to stop by to create your
focal point and gathering space for any room in your
home.
Stop by the Idea Home and see The Allusion at its
best, or stop by the Comfort By Design booth #1937
to see more fireplace and insert choices. Visit us online at: ComfortByDesign.com.

Visit us:
Booth #1937
& Idea Home
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Idea Home Features Clean,
Elegant Products by Bayer Built

B

ayer Built Woodworks is proud to return for this
year’s Idea Home! They are showcasing clean,
elegantly styled products throughout the home
including the 8’ Acclimated Entry System front
door, the five-panel-flat, poplar interior doors, interior door hardware along with a variety of pre-finished
millwork around all the doors and windows.
Pre-Finished Millwork
Having your millwork package arrive on site, pre-finished and ready to install is effortless! All of the wood
mouldings and interior doors have been pre-finished
on our waterborne UV finish lines.
The stain color being showcased this year is called,
“Marmot” one of the new colors in our North Shore
color offering within their Ultra Pre-finish stain deck.
Their Ultra finish process utilizes water based stains
and water based UV Seal and top coats. These finishes
can yield near zero VOC’s while also providing a rich,
consistent finish with the most durable, scratch resistant top coat on the market. Water based, factory applied finishes are the most green and efficient method
of finishing available and ultimately help provide you
with a healthy and happy home.
Sliding Doors
The term “barn doors” sounds rustic, however “barn
door,” hanger hardware can be sourced in a variety
of styles even if you’re interested in a more contemporary look. This year they’re featuring an all new,
squared hanger design profile. This new design lends
itself well to the more simplistic squared edge panel
profile you’ll find on the interior doors. This hardware
comes from Goldberg Brothers in Denver, Colorado.
Goldberg has been manufacturing household and
industrial hardware out of domestic-made steel since
1897, so you can be sure that the quality is superior
and will withstand the test of time.
Front Entry
This year’s front entry door features their Acclimated
Entry System. This door unit is built to withstand the
rigorous weather of the upper Midwest environment.
The door slab is a flush-glazed, fiberglass door which
features an expansive viewing area with the ability
to create any number of SDL (Simulated Divided Lite)
configurations.
These products along with thousands of others are
available at local dealers throughout the Midwest; visit
their website to find the one closest to you: www.
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bayerbuilt.
com/dealers.
For those of
you reading
this outside of
the Minneapolis
Home & Garden Show, you
are strongly
encourage to
come and see
these exciting new products, along with the many others being
shown within this year’s Idea Home. They would love
to have you come by and visit to
Visit us:
learn more about their products
Booth #3037
either in booth 3037, or at www.
Idea Home
bayerbuilt.com.
2020 IDEA HOME SHOWCASE

Creating your forever home
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Style. Crafted just for you.

Pella is rated #1 by homeowners for the highest craftsmanship.*
Your local Pella® team is ready to show you the right window or door for your home and budget.
Whether wood, vinyl or fiberglass, let us find the right product that fits your vision. Pella can help
support the completion of your project - from a new construction install to a remodel project. Your
home is unique, so you shouldn’t have to settle for an ordinary window or door.
Call or visit today to schedule your free in-home consultation and learn more.

Pella Window & Doors of Plymouth

13810 24th Ave N Suite 430, Plymouth, MN | 612-249-7371

Pella Windows & Doors of Woodbury

7730 Hudson Rd. Suite 40, Woodbury, MN | 651-213-9049

PELLA.COM
*Study of homeowner perceptions of leading national brands. Study commissioned by Pella, 2019.
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America Rediscovers Its
Love for the Porch

H

ere in Minnesota, our long, cold winters cause
us to savor every single minute that we get
to spend on our porches. Whether it’s hanging out with family and friends, relaxing with
something good to read, or just soaking up the view
to the world outside–our time spent on the porch
ranks high on the list of things we like to do.
Our love of quality porch time got us thinking about
how we could transform our screened-in porch into
a place where our family and friends could enjoy the
beauty of the great outdoors more often, more conveniently, and more comfortably.
Our brilliant, new window known as Expanse, is about
to vastly improve the way many people use their
porches!
The innovative design features expansive, dual sash
glass panels that keep the comfort inside and the
wind, bugs, dust and other bad stuff outside. The

Expanse™
experienc
attached t
allows this
freedom o
elements(

Expanse™

a whole new way to porch

retractable top
and bottom
screens disappear when
closed leaving
your views to
the outside
simply
Tailored to fi
amazing and
Expanse™ is a
project - as a sc
screen-free.
We build our
Innovative d
smooth m
windows using only the highest quality materials. ThisThe
The retractable
patented porch window is designed to connect your
retracta
3-season space to the exterior without compromisingExpanse™
Are appropriate on
all moisture. Class
White
Sandstone
Brown
your views to the
great outdoors.
requirements spec
Standard

44-1/2” x 72”

44-1/2” x 84”

(6)
56-1/2”
x 72”idea of55-1/2”
x 84”it
If you love yourSizes
porch
and like
the
using
68-1/2” x 72”
68-1/2” x 84”
more often, and more comfortably, check out PorchCustom
widths from 24” to 72”
werx at the Idea
Home.Rough
It’s opening
a whole
Size range
Rough opening heights from 30” to 96”
new way to porch!
Visit us:

at the
Idea Home

Creating your forever home
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The Magnolia
Size: 1260 sq. ft.; 44’ x 32’
Bedrooms: one
SIP walls: 6-1/2”, R-26
SIP roof: 10-1/8”, R-50/Neopor
Special Features: Single level
living with generous circulation;
wide doorways; high contrast
wall to floor finishes; ease of use
cabinet and counter-top features;
fashionable bathroom accessories.

FRONT

BACK

Designed by Loon Architects.
Manufactured and built by EPS.
Projected ENERGY STAR HERS: 46
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Creating Your Forever Home!
$

1260 sq. ft.
One Bedroom

67,980

HERS Index Score: 46
MORE
ENERGY

Includes: EPS SIP R-26 exterior wall and R-50 roof panels; interior
pre-made stud walls; Pella windows and patio doors.
Excludes: permits; excavating; site and foundation work; sewer and
utility hookups; land costs; all labor; HVAC; electrical; exterior siding,
trim and soffit; cabinets; countertops; millwork; flooring; interior and
exterior doors; appliances; plumbing and fixtures; lighting fixtures;
landscaping; and taxes.

__ 150
__ 140
__ 130
__ 120
__ 110
__ 100
__ 90
__ 80

(See your authorized dealer for a complete list of materials included.)

__ 70
__ 60
__ 50
__ 40

Existing
Homes

Standard
New
Home

The
Magnolia

__ 30
__ 20

LESS
ENERGY

EPS Locations:
Energy Panel Structures
Perryville, MO 63775

Energy Panel Structures
603 N. Van Gordon Ave.
Graettinger, IA 51342

Creating your forever home

Zero
Energy
Home

EPS/Fingerlakes
Clyde, NY 14433

Phone: 712-859-3219
epsbuildings.com

__ 10
__ 0

A projected HERS Index Score of 46 means this home will
perform 54 percent better than a standard new home.
Compared to a Minnesota code stick-built home with batt insulation.
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Custom solutions for better living
31 years locally owned and operated in Minnesota
D E S I G N S T U D I O : E D I N A , S O U T H DA L E C E N T E R

952.844.0004 californiaclosets.com
©2020 California Closet Company, Inc. All rights reserved. Franchises independently owned and operated.
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Southdale Center
H I STO RY

We’ve been locally owned and operated since 1989, and take great pride in delivering the

P H I LOS O P HY

We believe exceptional design transforms lives. To us, home is more than a place—it is a

‘California Closets Experience’ to our clients.

source of comfort and refuge, a gathering spaces for connection and celebration.

I love my closet and consider it
one of the best of all the home
improvement projects we’ve done.
Easy and quick process,
professional and knowledgeable
designer, culminating in highquality materials and professional
installers. Well worth it!

–CALIFORNIA CLOSETS CLIENT

S E RVI C ES

We offer complimentary, in-home design consultations for any area of the home that
needs custom organization. California Closets systems are individually designed
and perfectly tailored to the space it’s meant to fill, creating a seamless transition.
When a design consultant measures your space, those measurements are sent to
our manufacturing facility where each piece of your system is cut to fit precisely
into your space and installed by our expertly trained technicians. Our designers are
experts in creatively utilizing space so there is more storage, organized in a way to
make the space not only feel bigger, but to function more efficiently.

S H OWR O O M

Visit our showroom in Edina’s Southdale Center. There you can view closet displays
as well as wall beds, mudrooms, pantry, bedroom built-ins, laundry room, and
garage storage solutions.

E D I N A Southdale Center

952.844.0004 californiaclosets.com/southdale

Creating your forever home
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Windows and Doors Perfect
for Your Home Remodel.
Complement your home improvement project
with upgraded windows and doors.

Windows & Doors
If you have walk-in food storage, consider replacing the
pantry door with a French or custom interior door. To give
yourself even more areas for storage, add a kitchen island
with additional counter and cabinet space. As you focus on
other smaller aesthetic details, also consider updating your
appliances to go with your new window, door and cabinet
styles.

Bathroom Remodel Ideas
To brighten up a dark, outdated bathroom, try replacing
old tile with white tile and consider adding a window to an
existing wall for an added boost of natural light. Take into
account how the addition would look from both the interior
and exterior of the home. Whatever style you add should
complement the overall design of your home and not
interfere with electrical wiring, plumbing and ductwork.

Exterior Remodel
Updating windows and doors is a central part of the home
improvement process. Whether you hope to tackle a simple
home makeover or fully renovate your home, windows and
doors greatly impact how a remodel looks when finished.
So, before you embark on your next home improvement
project, consider these window and door ideas to increase
the aesthetics and value of your home.

Home Makeover
There are many effective ways to increase home value and
update your home’s style — opportunities for remodeling are
endless. If you want to start simple, focus on surface level
changes that are easier to complete, like painting, staining,
replacing interior doors, adding storage or even a kitchen
pantry.
Larger projects that can give your home an interior and
exterior facelift include replacing windows and garage doors,
adding built-in storage or additional rooms, and upgrading
siding, roofing, countertops, tile, flooring and carpet.
Remodel & Renovation Ideas
Two of the most popular home improvement projects
homeowners tackle today are undoubtedly bathroom and
kitchen remodels. Both projects can give you a great return
on investment and an opportunity to rethink the space’s use
of windows and doors.

Kitchen Remodel Ideas
Aside from the typical kitchen upgrades, here’s a unique
kitchen remodel idea for you: creatively reimagine the
backsplash area of the room by substituting a tile backsplash
with awning windows. This style of window will allow natural
light and refreshing breezes to flood your kitchen.
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Enhance the interior and
exterior of your home by
adding a sunroom onto your
home’s floorplan. We love
the way this contemporary
Michigan home’s sunroom
adds architectural intrigue
to the exterior and natural
light to the interior through
its use of traditional grilled
fixed windows.
Regardless of the exterior
remodel projects you
choose to work on this year,
you can complement these
upgrades by replacing your
entry door and/or storm
door. If you replace your
home’s siding, brick or
stone, choose a color door
that will work with the new
home materials.

Planning for Your Remodel
Once you’ve determined what home remodeling projects you
want to focus on, consider your ideal timeline and budget.
This will help you as you go throughout the contractor
hiring process. If your project includes a window or door
replacement or installation, be sure to contact us to schedule
a free consultation today.

Pella Window & Doors of Plymouth

13810 24th Ave N Suite 430, Plymouth, MN | 612-249-7371

Pella Windows & Doors of Woodbury

7730 Hudson Rd. Suite 40, Woodbury, MN | 651-213-9049
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Hirshfield’s: Preserving Those
Old-fashioned Values

T

he tradition of taking care of
customers with good service
and the best quality products available has carried
forward for more than 125 years
and four generations of Hirshfield’s.
CEO Hans Hirshfield’s
great-grandfather, Frank Hirshfield, was a German immigrant and
a paperhanger by trade. In 1894,
with a loan of $100, Frank and Elizabeth opened the first Hirshfield’s
store in Minneapolis on the corner
of Washington and Broadway.
Elizabeth managed the day-to-day
operations while Frank was out
hanging wallpaper.
The little business prospered.
Hirshfield’s grew to be a major
supplier of wallpaper and painting
supplies throughout the Midwest
and beyond. Distribution of wallpaper was its core business, shepherded by second-generation, Dr.
Frank Hirshfield. Hundreds of wallpaper collections and
thousands of patterns were stocked and shipped from
its warehouse to dealers and hardware stores.
Store expansion took off in the Sixties under the
guidance of third-generation, Frank “Bud” Hirshfield.
Hirshfield’s Decorating Centers could be found near
every major shopping mall in the Twin Cities, servicing
home-owners and professional painting contractors.
A showroom exclusively for interior designers was
opened offering high-end wallpapers, fabrics and
today, furniture and more.
In the Eighties, Hirshfield’s embarked on a new venture – manufacturing its own line of paints & coatings.
By manufacturing its own brand, Hirshfield’s could
exercise control over all aspects of quality to complement the national brands on their shelves.
Add to that paints from Benjamin Moore, Magnolia
Home, PPG and Farrow & Ball make Hirshfield’s the
destination for color selection. Hunter Douglas Window Treatments and a full complement of window
treatments and draperies are available through their
stores and Shop at Home division. Hirshfield’s Paints
& Coatings division services painting contractors and
building owners with architectural coatings, provides
cabinet shops with high-performance wood finishes,
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Original
Hirshfield’s
Store circa
1900 and
fourthgeneration
Hans Hirshfield
in Hirshfield’s
Showroom.

and facility
managers with
industrial floor
coatings.
Today, with over 30 stores throughout Minnesota,
North Dakota, South Dakota and Wisconsin, the inspired work ethic of Frank and Elizabeth is what keeps
customers coming back to Hirshfield’s. It’s about
building relationships and an obsession with first-quality customer service, expert advice and the finest
products. For customers, it means preserving those
old-fashioned values, taking the
Visit us:
time to ask the right questions and
Booth #2046
provide the right answers, all with a
& Idea Home
friendly smile.
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®

BUILT TO LAST
Your home is the place where you experience some of your favorite
moments and memories. And it’s a place you want to keep looking
beautiful for as long as possible.
LP® SmartSide® treated engineered wood siding is designed to hold up
to tough weather elements as well as withstand impact from airborne
debris and everyday bumps.
Visit LPSmartSide.com for more information on how to beautify your home.

Creating your forever home

Visit us:
Booth #1237
Idea Home
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Diamond Kote® 30-Year No Fade Siding
and New Nature Inspired Collection
THE #1 CHOICE IN PRE-FINISHED SIDING
FOR YOUR HOME
Diamond Kote® Building Products leads the industry as the #1 recognized brand of pre-finished LP®
SmartSide® siding. Feel confident every time you
pull in the driveway with our solid color siding system
backed by a 30-Year No Fade Warranty. Want a more
natural look? Our newest collection, Back to Nature,
beautifully mimics real wood without the constant
maintenance.
SIDING FEATURED ON THE IDEA HOME:
BACK TO NATURE COLLECTION
Visit the Idea Home to see two new colors, Golden
Teak and Burnt Silverwood, from our Back to Nature
Collection. This collection features seven natural
hardwoods looks that don’t require the maintenance
of real wood. Built on: LP® SmartSide®, a treated
engineered wood siding to resists harsh weather and
impact including hail. Each design is digitally printed
with UV ink, then clear coated for extreme durability,
protected by Diamond Kote’s No Fade and 5/50-Year
Siding Warranties.
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SIDING WITH EXTRA PROTECTION
Our complete siding system is built on LP® SmartSide®, an engineered wood product treated with a
SmartGuard® process. This allows our siding to withstand extreme temperatures, heavy humidity, freeze/
thaws and everything in between.
LOW-MAINTENANCE
Spend more time enjoying your family with low-maintenance siding that will not peel, chalk or fade, all
backed by a 30-Year No Fade Warranty. Leave your
siding out of your chore list - no repainting necessary!
SIDING BUILT TO LAST
RigidStack™ siding is built on LP® SmartSide® and is
designed with a spline to stack and lock together for
ultimate performance. Studies show that RigidStack™
siding is 375% stronger than standard lap siding, creating extreme strength for wind resistance up to 200
mph.
Visit us:
Booth #1241
& Idea Home

2020 IDEA HOME SHOWCASE

RESISTS IMPACT
Your home is your biggest investment, choose
a siding that keeps your
family protected. From
backyard baseballs to
heavy rain and hail
storms, RigidStack™ withstands impact to protect
your home. Weather the
storm with siding that
stands up to extreme
weather in all climates,
including hail up to 1.75”
in diameter.
MADE IN THE USA
Diamond Kote® is an American-made company and
100% employee-owned! We lead the industry and
challenge the status quo by striving for continuous
improvement. To us, being employee-owned means
partnering together and applying our entrepreneurial
spirit to innovate our products with purpose.
VISIT THE DIAMOND KOTE® BOOTH #1241
Ready to see our complete color offering and experience the new collection? Visit our booth today and let
us help you create the house of your dreams!

Creating your forever home
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washable
durable
splinter-free
MOUNTAIN
MUSIC

VISIT BOOTH#436, BUY TODAY & SAVE!!

URBAN COWBOY

CLASSIC COUNTRY

choose a melody that speaks to your soul - enkoraccents.com
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Learn About The Revolutionary
Way to Dry Your Clothes

M

ost great ideas start with a problem. Jim Lutz,
the inventor and founder of DryAway™ had
a problem with his laundry. Since college
he has been hang drying his clothes but
found the products on the market did not meet all
his needs. There are few products available and most
are similar to the common accordion style drying rack
which are cumbersome, fragile, take up space, get
in the way and display your clothes to everyone that
comes over.
So when he and his family built a new home in 2000,
he designed into his new laundry room the first version of DryAway which the family happily still uses. Like
most people, the Lutz’s hang dry mainly to avoid heat
damage to their clothes and save energy costs. Other
design criteria he had were that it had to be close to
the washer, easy to use, out of the way, and out of
sight.
In 2009, Jim set out to further his idea by making
DryAway fit to any ceiling or custom cabinet. He used
his engineering background to design a product that
had a mounting bracket that could fit in nearly all situations along with the ability to expand the amount of
drying racks it could hold. In 2014, DryAway became
patented and had it’s first production run. With that,
they hope DryAway can help people live a simpler and
easier life while being environmentally conscious.
To fit your family’s size and function, DryAway is available with 2, 4, 6 or 8-frame models. This allows you to
select the option that will fit your laundry room and
drying needs.

“DryAway is an excellent product for hanging and drying everyday
laundry from delicates to bulky items. Our household uses it on a daily
basis and has cut down the amount of time we spend doing the laundry.
The functionally is a breeze, even our teenage kids ‘enjoy’ doing their
laundry. DryAway has made my ‘laundry dreams’ come true.”
– Kim S.

You can choose from five different colors to match
your laundry design: Espresso, Gray, White, Off-white
and Natural Bamboo.
Visit us:
Idea Home

Did you know…
• The average family in the U.S. does 400 loads of wash a year. Based on this usage an electric dryer costs
$160/year and a gas dryer $80/year to operate.
• The dryer is the second highest consumer of energy of appliances in the home behind the refrigerator.
• In the U.S. 85% of the wash is done by the woman of the house.
• Heat damages the wicking ability of micro-fiber apparel and locks in odors.
• In the U.S. alone gas and electric dryers cause more than 12,000 residential fires annually.
• Although many people believe that using outdoor clothes lines are another efficient way to dry clothing,
this method actually fades colors, deteriorates materials, and collects dirt and pollen from the outdoors.
Creating your forever home
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Whether it’s your new porch . . .

Or a porch on your new house . . .

It’s porch time somewhere!
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Shouse is Hottest Trend
in New Housing Construction

T

he commute to work from home is just a
short inside walk when you combine a workshop with your new home. The flexibility of
EPS building packages means it’s easy to
build for your unique lifestyle. For superior comfort and energy efficiency, combine a house with
a shop or storage area built using Structural Insulated Panels (SIPs). Or, combine a SIP-built home
with a post-frame shop storage area.
Regardless of the combination you select, your
home and shop package will be engineered to fit
together in one complete building package.

Only an EPS Shouse Provides:
Flexible Custom Shouse Designs
Don’t settle for cookie cutter designs! Work with
our on-staff design expert to custom design a
Shouse that fits your needs. From floor plan concepts to elevation details, we can assist in getting
it just right!
Superior Energy Efficiency
Using our Structural Insulated Panels to achieve
unmatched, guaranteed energy performance for
both elements of your project.
Guaranteed Energy Performance
EPS and your authorized EPS Dealer can provide
a Home Energy Rating (H.E.R.S.) test. This testing
is done by an independent third-party provider
to assure that your home is built to the highest
energy performance standards.
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Performance of EPS homes have tested as much
as two-times better than conventional construction.
Complete, Engineered Shouse Package
Your EPS Shouse is engineered to withstand the
elements. All EPS Shouse Packages are engineered
so the building components go together to assure
strength and durability. This includes the entire
Andersen Window product line.
Improved Pest Control
Using our superior Solid Core SIPs (Structural Insulated Panel System) means you drastically reduce
areas and cavities for pests to compromise.
Clear Spans Provide No limitations
An EPS Shouse provides a flexible, clear span design to maximize living and work space.
Unmatched Performance and Value
Other building types
cannot
match the
custom
design,
durability
and energy
performance
of an EPS
Shouse!

2020 IDEA HOME SHOWCASE

Creating your forever home
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Measuring the Energy Efficiency of
a home with a HERS Index Score

T

he Home Energy Rating System (HERS™) is the
industry standard by which a home’s energy
efficiency is measured. It is the nationally recognized system for inspecting and calculating a
home’s energy performance.
Third-party raters conduct inspections to verify a
home’s energy performance at key intervals during
home construction. The HERS Index Score can tell the
home owner how efficiently the home will operate so
modifications can be made for greater energy savings.
This helps the home owner anticipate the costs of
energy bills and efficiency upgrades.
The U.S. Department of Energy has determined
that a typical resale home scores 130 on the HERS
Index while a standard new home is awarded a rating
of 100. The lower a home rates, the more energy
efficient it is. Therefore, a home rating of 70 on the
HERS Index is 30% more efficient than a standard new
home and a rating of 130 is 30% less efficient than a
standard new home.
The lower the HERS Index, the more energy efficient a home is, meaning lower energy costs for the
home owner. A low HERS Index adds long-term value
and comfort to a home. As energy costs continue to
climb, efforts to save on utility bills, increase home
comfort and reduce our impact on the environment
are now more important than ever before.
The Magnolia design featured as the 2020 Idea
Home has a projected rating of 46. This rating means
the house is projected to be 54% more energy efficient than a standard new home.
Building with structural insulated panels from EPS
can create a home that is extremely energy-efficient.
SIPs are proven to be as much as 15 times more airtight and can save as much as 50% in energy costs
compared to a standard stick-built home.
There are several benefits to having a new home energy rated:
Understand Whether a Home will be Energy
Efficient or Not
The HERS Index Score functions as sort of the energy
efficiency version of a MPG (miles-per-gallon) sticker
for houses, and tells homeowners how their homes
compare to similar ones in terms of energy usage.
During home planning and design, a pre-rating can be
done to determine the potential for energy savings.
Calculate a More Accurate Cost of Homeownership
Many prospective homeowners who are considering
building a new home will look primarily at prices and
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mortgage options when
deliberating the financial cost of the home.
What they don’t take
into account are the
energy costs. While it
is natural to assume
that it is the mortgage
payments that constitute the main cost
of homeownership,
the fact is that when
buying a home, the
energy usage should
also be factored into its
cost as well. Otherwise,
owners aren’t getting
an accurate picture of
how much that home
will cost to maintain and
run, and whether or not
it is affordable.

MORE
ENERGY
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__ 140
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__ 120
__ 110
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__ 80
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New
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__ 70
__ 60
__ 50
__ 40
__ 30
__ 20
__ 10

Zero
Enjoy a Higher Home
__ 0
Energy
Resale Value
LESS
Home
According to RESNET
ENERGY
(Residential Energy Services Network),there is
real proof that energy efficient homes are worth more
and enjoy higher resale values than their counterparts.
A study conducted by Earth Advantage Institute, a
nonprofit group, found that newly built homes that
were certified as energy efficient sold on average for
8% more than non-certified homes. Not only that but
certified existing homes sold for up to 30% more than
their non-certified counterparts. In addition, another
study, conducted jointly by the University of North
Carolina and the Institute for Market Transformation,
found that on average mortgage default risks were
32% lower on homes certified as energy efficient.

Improve Home Comfort and Reduce Energy Bills
Two things that impact homeowners directly are home
comfort levels and energy bills. A drafty home, which
is too cold in winter and too hot in summer, will suffer
from high energy bills. What that means is that all in
all, the home is performing inefficiently as a complete
system. Building with EPS structural insulated panels
provides a tighter home envelope that reduces drafts
and improves home comfort. To review HERS comparisons of EPS homes, visit epsbuildings.com
2020 IDEA HOME SHOWCASE

Allusion Recessed Linear Series
- Modern Style Made Easy Perfect for the office, the
bedroom, or anywhere you
want to enjoy affordable
ambiance and comfort.

The Modern Choice
• Aesthetics

Four flame color choices, 14 ember bed
color choices for complete customization

• Control

Enjoy with or without heat, intuitive,
multifunction remote, simple touch
controls, standard thermostat and timer

•Economical

100% efficient, 5,000 BTUs, adjustable and
zone heating, LED flame technology

•Flexible

Fully or partially recess or hang on the wall

Stop in and see the new HeatNGlo® Allusion at
the Idea Home during the show! Or Stop by the
Comfort By Design, Inc. booth #1937 to see
more fireplace and insert choices!

Custom designs
No off-gassing
Reduced noise
More comfort
More air-tight
Low Maintenance
Healthier Living

epsbuildings.com
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Reduced lifetime cost

